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Abstract

Tocantins Structural Province "TSP# is the main tectonic feature in Central Brazil[ It separates two main
cratonic areas " former continental plates#] the Amazonian Craton to the West and the Sa½o Francisco Craton
to the East[ Recent geochronological data "UÐPb and SmÐNd# and structural studies show that the actual
structural framework of the province was developed during the Neoproterozoic[ It is herein proposed that
Brasiliano Orogenic Cycle in the TSP was developed in four broad tectonic stages] 0# an ocean opening
stage began possibly 0169Ma^ 1# an island!arc system development stage started 0999Ma and its amal!
gamation lasted until ca[ 799Ma^ 2# a continental collision stage began ca[ 799Ma with the accretion of the
island!arcs to the upper Amazonian plate\ the closure of the Goia�s Ocean and the development of a foreland
basin upon the lower Sa½o Francisco plate^ and 3# a post!collisional stage "549Ð499Ma# with the development
of transcurrent faults "Transbrasiliano lineaments#\ back!thrust reverse faults\ and intrusion of alkalic
granitic plutons[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

0[ Introduction

The Tocantins Structural Province "TSP\ Almeida et al[\ 0870# is an elongated fold and thrust
belt located in Central Brazil "Fig[ 0#[ It is characterized by a speci_c disposal of structural
lineaments "Fig[ 1#[ In its northern part\ the lineaments are roughly NÐS^ near the 04>29?S parallel\
however\ the western lineaments turn toward the west and then toward the south[ The eastern
lineaments are aligned SSE despite minor in~ections and reach the 10>S parallel\ where they turn
sharply toward the west for 149 km and then sharply toward the ESE de_ning a tectonic syntaxis
"Serra da Canastra In~ection\ Strieder and Nilson\ 0882b#[ The lineaments rising from this tectonic
syntaxis trend ESE for more than 249 km and turn toward the SW to make up the Cunha
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Fig[ 0[ Lithotectonic sketch of the Tocantins and Mantiqueira structural provinces\ Brazil "after Strieder\ 0882a\ 0882b#[
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Fig[ 1[ Generalized lineament sketch of the main structural elements in the TSP[ The structural lineaments in the eastern
sub!province "Bras(�lia subprovince# are from Strieder "0882a#^ the structural lineaments of the western ParaguaiÐ
Araguaia subprovince are modi_ed from Hasui and Costa "0889# and the map from Schobbenhaus Filho et al[ "0873#^
the structural lineaments from Cunha de Guaxupe� region are modi_ed from Hasui et al[ "0889#[
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de Guaxupe� "Hasui et al[\ 0889#[ Both lineament branches of the TSP are built mainly upon
metasedimentary rocks and have been named ParaguayÐAraguaia "the western# and Bras(�lia "the
eastern# subprovinces "Strieder\ 0882a#[ These provinces are separated by an older granite!gneissic
belt\ large metamorphosed and deformed ma_c!ultrama_c and granitic intrusions\ and Archean
and Proterozoic volcano!sedimentary units[

Regional geological survey at TSP began in 0859|s and the _rst tectonic scheme was proposed
by Almeida "0856#\ on the basis of Geosynclinal theory[ A later tectonic framework distinguished
0# the Goia�s Median Massif formed by the oldest rock units\ 1# the Uruacžuano Belt composed by
Araxa� metasedimentary unit with alpine!type ma_c and ultrama_c bodies earlier envisaged as the
eugeosynclinal counterpart of the 2# eastern fold belt "Bras(�lia Belt#\ and the 3# western fold
belt "ParaguayÐAraguaia Belt#[ This framework was based on the _rst geochronological dating
programmes "Almeida\ 0857^ Hasui and Almeida\ 0869^ Almeida et al[\ 0865#[ In the end of 0869|s
and during the _rst half of the 0879|s\ the tectonic setting of the TSP was described on the basis
of the Mobile Belt hypothesis "Almeida et al[\ 0879^ Lesquer et al[\ 0870^ Haralyi and Hasui\ 0870^
Cordani and Brito Neves\ 0871#[ By this time\ the discussion was focused on the operation of one
"Brasiliano# tectonic cycle "Cordani and Brito Neves\ 0871#\ or two "Uruacžuano and Brasiliano#
tectonic cycles "Almeida et al[\ 0866^ Almeida et al[\ 0879^ Haralyi and Hasui\ 0871#[ In the second
half of the 0879|s\ Hasui and Haralyi "0874# reinterpreted strong linear gravimetric anomalies as
the locus of a continental suture on the basis of the plate tectonics^ however\ they regarded the
main TSP features as long!lived structures inherited and reactivated since Archean times[ Hasui
and Haralyi "0874# also interpreted the TSP tectonic framework as evolved by superposed oblique
convergence episodes in an ensialic environment[ Thus\ the dispute about the TSP evolution was
focused on repeated movements along preferential structures during several tectonic cycles "e[g[
Marini et al[\ 0873^ Hasui et al[\ 0883#\ or on the amalgamation and juxtaposition of di}erent older
continental fragments in the Brasiliano orogenic cycle "Brito Neves and Cordani\ 0880#[

Nowadays\ several rigorous geochronological results have been published "e[g[] Pimentel and
Fuck\ 0881^ Pimentel et al[\ 0880a 0880b\ 0881\ 0882a\ 0882b^ Ferreira Filho et al[\ 0883^ Suita et
al[\ 0883a\ 0883b# that constrain the Neoproterozoic geotectonic evolution of TSP[ Also\ recent
petrochemical results on alpine!type bodies\ tectonically emplaced in the Araxa� metasediments\
permit to recognize an ophiolitic melange related to the Hasui and Haralyi|s "0874# linear gravi!
metric anomaly "Strieder and Nilson\ 0881a#[ Strieder "0882b# also described a number of structural
in~ections in the Bras(�lia subprovince\ similar to those described by Coward and Potts "0872#\ that
are at high angles to the linear gravimetric anomaly and point to frontal collisional tectonics[ Fuck
"0883# also presented a brief framework to the TSP\ describing the inner composition of each
tectonic entity^ however\ he did not address considerations on timing and structural evolution of
the province[

This paper presents an overview of the Neoproterozoic tectonic evolution of the TSP[ It is based
on structural features and constrained mainly by high precision UÐPb and SmÐNd ages[ The
operation of a complete orogenic cycle during the Neoproterozoic of the TSP is related to
agglutination processes that led to the formation of the Gondwana Supercontinent[ The _rst
section deals with the nature of the pre!Neoproterozoic continental lithosphere "i[e[ the cratonic
areas related to the Brasiliano Orogenic Cycle#\ in order to examine the nature of Goia�s Median
Massif and the time constraints for the presence of an oceanic lithosphere in that region[ The second
section deals with the Neoproterozoic structural framework\ discusses the main lithotectonic units
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of the TSP and comments the observed structures[ The third section considers the geochronological
constraints of the Neoproterozoic Brasiliano Orogenic Cycle in the TSP[ Finally\ an integrated
discussion of all these data is used to build up a tectonic scenario as to where TSP framework was
developed[

1[ The intervening continental lithosphere

The TSP developed between two continental areas "plates# during the Meso! to Neoproterozoic
of Central Brazil] the Amazonian "ASP# and Sa½o Francisco "SFSP# structural provinces "Almeida
et al[\ 0870^ Brito Neves and Cordani\ 0880#[ The northeastern limit of the TSP is covered by the
Parna(�ba Basin\ while the southwestern limit is covered by the Parana� Basin "Fig[ 0#^ so\ the present
discussion is focused on exposed areas[ The older central part of the TSP "Goia�s median massif#
has similarities with Amazonian and San Francisco plates "Suita and Chemale Jr[\ 0884#[ It involves
several Archean tonalite!throndjemite!granite!greenstone belt associations "Danni et al[\ 0871#\
Lower to Mesoproterozoic granite!gneisses units "Hasui and Costa\ 0889#\ large layered ma_c!
ultrama_c bodies "Ferreira Filho et al[\ 0883^ Suita et al[\ 0883a\ 0883b#\ some Mesoproterozoic
A!type granites and their volcano!sedimentary counterparts "Pimentel et al[\ 0880a#\ and some
upper Mesoproterozoic ma_c!felsic intrusions and volcano!sedimentary sequences "Suita\ 0885^
Suita et al[\ 0883a\ 0883b#[

The most relevant lithotectonic associations in TSP "Figs 1 and 2# are the anorogenic granites and
the large layered ma_c!ultrama_c intrusions "Barro Alto\ Niquela¼ndia and Canabrava complexes#[
They indicate divergent tectonic regimes associated with lithospheric stretching\ that could cul!
minate in the formation of the oceanic crust[ In the Amazonian plate\ it is possible to distinguish
two episodes of anorogenic granite generation] 0# the lower Mesoproterozoic granites of Amazonia
Central dated 0[7 to 0[3 Ga\ and 1# the upper Mesoproterozoic granites of Juruena and Rondonia
regions dated 0[3 to 9[8 Ga "Dall|Agnol et al[\ 0876#[ The equivalent association in central part of the
TSP is made up by the lower Mesoproterozoic granites and their volcano!sedimentary associations
"Marini and Botelho\ 0875^ Pimentel et al[\ 0880a#[ The recent dating of the large layered ma_c!
ultrama_c intrusions in Central Goia�s "Ferreira Filho et al[\ 0883^ Suita et al[\ 0883a\ 0883b#
clearly de_ned an intracontinental divergent tectonic regime during the lower Mesoproterozoic
and produced a clue on the origin of the anorogenic granites as earlier envisaged by Dall|Agnol et
al[ "0876# and later discussed by Nilson et al[ "0883# and Suita et al[ "0883a\ 0883b#[ Suita et al[
"0883b# proposed a plume mantle model for the subcrustal ma_c underplating and generation of
the A!type granites in the TSP during the lower Mesoproterozoic[

However\ no record of an orogenic cycle is found in central TSP after the Mesoproterozoic
anorogenic episode\ as one can observe for the same period in Amazonian plate "Rio NegroÐ
Juruena Province] Dall|Agnol et al[\ 0876\ 0883^ Brito Neves and Cordani\ 0880#[ Thus\ it is
admitted that lithospheric stretching in the TSP area does not lead to an open ocean[ It is thus
assumed that the lower Mesoproterozoic divergent tectonic regime has also a heterogeneous
distribution and evolution[

On the other hand\ some recent results point to a possible upper Mesoproterozoic divergent
tectonic regime in the TSP area "Table 0#[ Suita et al[ "0883a\ 0883b# have dated a pegmatitic
hornblende grabbro by UÐPb multigrains fractions and found an upper intercept of 0179202 Ma[
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Fig[ 2[ Sketch of main lithotectonic units and structures used to demonstrate the tectonic framework of the TSP[ The
base map of this _gure is the same as that of Fig[ 0[ See text for additional discussion[
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Table 0
Compilation of geochronological data for TSP

Reference Geological units
Geochronological method Interpretation
Results

I*Emplacement of large ma_c!ultrama_c complexes of TSP "0\669 to 0\599 Ma#

Suita et al[ "0883a\ 0883b#^ Suita "0885# Barro Alto Layered Ma_cÐUltrama_c Complex
UÐPb multigrains fraction Age of magma di}erentiation and crystallization
0\618210 Ma for the upper intercept
Ferreira Filho et al[ "0883# Niquela¼ndia Layered Intrusion
UÐPb single grains Minimum age of magma di}erentiation and
0\459Ð0\599 Ma for the upper intercept crystallization

II*Emplacement of A!type intra!continental magmatic rocks "0\669 to 0\599 Ma#

Pimentel et al[ "0880a# Goia�s Tin Province\ Central Brazil
UÐPb single and multigrains
ca[ 0\658 Ma for the upper intercept^ the lower intercept Soledade and Sucuri granites from the eastern Rio
is consistent with Pb!loss during thermal events of Parana½ subprovince
Brasiliano episodes "ca[ 549 Ma#[ Inherited components
older than 1[1 Ga
0\503 to 0\463 Ma for the upper intercept Serra da Mesa Granite from western Rio Tocantins

subprovince
0\66021 Ma for the upper intercept Acidic volcanics from Ara(� volcanosedimentary unit

III*Emplacement of ma_c and felsic igneous rocks "0\299 to 0\199 Ma#

Suita et al[ "0883a\ 0883b#^ Suita "0885#
UÐPb multigrains fraction Serra da Malacacheta intrusive gabbro
0\179202 Ma for the upper intercept Age of magma di}erentiation and crystallization
UÐPb multigrains fraction 0\15628 Ma CordieriteÐsillimanite gneiss probably from the
for the upper intercept Juscela¼ndia volcanosedimentary sequence

Development of granites and of volcanosedimentary
sequences "bimodal magmatism# in an extensional regime

IV*Development of Calc!alkaline granites "849 to 799 Ma#

Pimentel "0889#^ Pimentel et al[ "0880b#^ Pimentel and
Fuck "0881#^ Pimentel et al[ "0882a#^ Pimentel et al[
"0882b#^ Viana and Pimentel "0883#
UÐPb multigrain fraction of zircon\ SmÐNd model ages Granite!gneisses from the Areno�polis and Mara Rosa
and RbÐSr isochron ages regions
0[06 to 9[74 Ga SmÐNd model ages for granite!gneisses Age of primitive magma formation
with positive eNd Age of primitive magma crystallization
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Table 0*continued

Reference Geological units
Geochronological method Interpretation
Results

78826 Ma for the U!Pb upper intercept^ lower intercept Age of main metamorphic!deformational event
is concordant with sphene analysis "ca[ 526 Ma# Areno�polis\ Matrinxa½ and Sanclerla¼nda granite!
ca[ 745 Ma "U!Pb single zircon age# gneisses and Jaupaci subvolvanic granite

Tonalitic gneiss from Mara Rosa region

V*Development of volcanosedimentary sequences "849 to 799 Ma#

Pimentel "0889#\ Pimentel et al[ "0880b#\ Pimentel and
Fuck "0881#\ Pimentel et al[ "0882a\b#\ Viana and
Pimentel "0883#
U!Pb multigrain fractions of zircon\ Sm!Nd model ages
and Rb!Sr isochron ages
0[26 to 9[81 Ga Sm!Nd model ages for metarhyolites Age of primitive magma formation
and metabasalts with positive eNd

81827 Ma and 653203 Ma for the upper intercept of Areno�polis\ Ipora� and Jaupaci volcanosedimentary
metarhyolites from Areno�polis and Jaupaci volcano! sequences associated with the calc!alkaline granite!
sedymentary sequences^ lower intercept is concordant gneisses
with sphene analysis "ca[ 599 Ma# Island!arc volcanosedimentary sequences

Age of primitive magma crystallization and main
metamorphic!deformational event

75127 Ma "U!Pb single zircon age# Age of primitive magma crystallization for Mara Rosa
metavolcanics

I*Metamorphism of low to medium grade metasedimentary sequences "Serra da Mesa#

Cassedane et al[ "0861# Sulphide lenses and veinlets in a thin dolomitic layer
emplaced in a calcschist quartzite sequence 209 km
ENE of Uruacžu� city "Porto Maranha½o#

PbÐPb in galenas
0929269 Ma Age of metamorphic!deformational event

VII*Granulite facies metamorphism in the upper thermally softenned plate "799 to 549 Ma#

Suita et al[ "0883a\ 0883b#^ Suita "0885#
UÐPb multigrains fraction in zircon "67122 Ma for the Quartz diorite\ granulite and amphibolites from Barro
lower intercept# Alto Ma_cÐultrama_c Complex
UÐPb multigrains in monazite "67427 Ma# CordieriteÐsillimanite gneiss from Juscela¼ndia

volcanosedimentary sequence
PbÐPb in rutile "528 Ma# Pegmatitic gabbro from Serra da Malacacheta
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Table 0*continued[

Reference Geological units
Geochronological method Interpretation
Results

VIII*Development of peralluminous syncollisional granites "799 to 599 Ma#

Pimentel et al[ "0881#
683209 Ma for the upper intercept of UÐPb Marata� Gneiss Lithodeme
multigrains fraction
ca[ 1\999 Ma SmÐNd model ages for the gneiss with Age of magma generation from crustally resident
negative eNd material of ca[ 1\999 Ma

IX*Emplacement of late!tectonic granites "549 to 499 Ma#

Pimentel "0889#^ Pimentel and Fuck "0881# Granite intrusions "Rio Caiapo� \ Serra Negra and Ipora�#
UÐPb multigrains fraction in the Areno�polis\ Ipora� and Jaupaci volcanoÐsedimentary
489Ð374 Ma for the upper intercept sequences[ Alkalic granites related to late tectonic K1O!

rich magmas

Moura and Gaudette "0882#
Single zircon Pb!evaporation Granite intrusions in metasedimentary Estrondo
544213 Ma for Santa Luzia Granite Group and in transcurrent Transbrasiliano lineaments
Barradas et al[ "0881#
RbÐSr total rock samples
554201 Ma for Santa Luzia Granite
409204 Ma for Matancža Granite Minimum age of magmatism

X*Development of Transbrasiliano Lineaments "549 to 499 Ma#

Lafon et al[ "0883# Sul_des from gold!bearing quartz veins emplaced in
Pb!evaporation in galenas the transcurrent shear zones
441¦48:−41 Ma for the lower intercept and Ages of galena crystallization is gave by lower intercept^
1098¦63:−79 Ma for the upper intercept the upper intercept points to the Pb source

XI*Development of the foreland basin "679 to 449 Ma#

PbÐPb in galena Age of sedimentation of pseudo!oolitic mineralized
Cassedane et al[ "0861# Bambu(� Carbonates from Faz[ Tra(�ras "MG#
675229 Ma

Age of deformation and mineralition in the VazanteCassedane and Lasserre "0858#
Mine "Bambu(� Carbonates#639239 Ma
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Table 0*continued[

Reference Geological units
Geochronological method Interpretation
Results

Amaral and Kawashita "0856#
569219 Ma for isochron age in total rock samples Bambui carbonates and shales near Sa½o Francisco city

"MG#
599249 Ma for isochron age in total rock samples Minimum age for sedimentation
Thomaz Filho and Lima "0870# Age of metamorphic!deformational process in
459239 Ma for isochron age in thin fraction samples intercalated shales and carbonates from Sete Lagoas Fm[

"Vazante\ MG#

Babinski et al[ "0882#
PbÐPb in carbonate rocks Age of sedimentation and metamorphism
7612189 Ma Deformed Bambu(� Carbonates
575258 Ma Undeformed Sete Lagoas Fm[ carbonates^ minimum

age of sedimentation
419242 Ma Undeformed Sete Lagoas Fm[ carbonates^ mobilization

of ~uids from the older foreland basin basement through
faults

This rock intrudes the Malacacheta Sequence\ the upper part of the Barro Alto layered ma_c!
ultrama_c complex[ In the same way\ Suita et al[ "0883a\ 0883b# have dated a garnet!cordierite!
biotite!sillimanite!quartz gneiss from a tectonic sliver within the basal part of the Barro Alto
Complex and found an upper intercept of 015628 Ma[ These results agree with the divergent
regime known to occur in the Amazonian plate "Dall|Agnol et al[\ 0876\ 0883#[ Nevertheless the
petrotectonic nature of the Juscela¼ndia volcano!sedimentary sequence is not fully understood\ its
northern volcano!sedimentary sequences counterparts "Coitezeiro and Palmeiro�polis#\ located
west of the Niquela¼ndia and Canabrava layered complexes\ have petrochemical characteristics
that corroborate such a divergent tectonic regime[ Brod and Jost "0878\ 0880# have shown a
bimodal volcanism with alkaline a.nity\ as yet as alkaline granitic intrusions on the western
border of the Niquela¼ndia Layered Complex^ Brod and Jost "0878\ 0880# have also distinguished
some ma_c intrusive bodies in the granitic!gneissic basement of the Coitezeiro volcano!sedimentary
sequence\ that are chemically di}erent from Niquela¼ndia layered complex[ Arau� jo "0875# found a
tholeiitic chemical a.nity in the basic volcanism of the Palmeiro�polis volcano!sedimentary
sequence and regarded its ZnÐCuÐPb deposits to belong to a mid!ocean ridge setting[ The operation
of a divergent regime in the upper Mesoproterozoic of the TSP seems probable[

2[ TSP Neoproterozoic structural framework

The main tectonic feature of the TSP is a strong gravimetric anomaly "Hasui and Haralyi\ 0874#
clearly de_ned for 20699 km long^ it is seen to juxtapose high density rocks to the west over low
density metasedimentary rocks to the east\ in order to develop a strong Bouguer gravity gradient
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greater than 69 mgals "Fig[ 0#[ This linear gravimetric feature is related to an ophiolitic me�lange
petrotectonic association "Strieder and Nilson\ 0881a#\ making up integral part of a large\ regionally
extended nappe structure "D1#\ named Abadia¼nia Nappe by Strieder and Nilson "0882a#[ The
Abadia¼nia Nappe lithologies and structures may be regionally correlated and are delimitated by
the Bras(�lia Main thrust fault "the ~oor thrust# and the Serra Dourada breaching fault "the possible
root thrust#[ These elements led to the de_nition of the Abadia¼nia Nappe Thrust Sheet "ANTS#\ a
characteristic tectono!stratigraphic terrane of Central Brazil "Fig[ 0 and 3#[ The ANTS and the
linear gravimetric anomaly are interpreted as the TSP suture zone[

The ANTS internally ordered {{pseudo!stratigraphy|| was developed during a penetrative mylon!
itic episode "D0^ Strieder and Nilson\ 0883#[ The {{pseudo!stratigraphic|| sequence is composed by
a "0# gneissi_ed granite unit "Padre Souza Gneiss Suite#\ "1# gneissi_ed subvolcanic!microgranite
unit "Marata� Lithodeme#\ "2# di}erentiated ma_c!ultrama_c bodies granulitized prior their
emplacement in the nappe structure "Brumado Gneiss Suite#\ and the "3# Abadia¼nia Supersuite
"Araxa� metasedimentary suite and a Tectonic Block fragments suite#\ which is the ophiolitic
me�lange[

The Araxa� metasedimentary suite is made up by a transitional sequence of quartzites\ muscovite
quartzites\ graphite!muscovite!quartz schist\ garnetÐmicaÐquartz schists\ and stauroliteÐgarnetÐ
micaÐquartz schist[ The tectonic block fragments were strongly deformed since D0\ and do not
show any pre!D0 deformational structure^ then\ they are believed to be tectonically emplaced in
the Araxa� metasedimentary Suite during D0 mylonitic event[ The characteristics of the Araxa�
metasediments and their association with strong linear gravimetric anomalies suggest subduction
trough deposits[ The gneissi_ed granites "Padre Souza Suite and Marata� Lithodeme# are per!
aluminous and show a.nity to sin!collisional granites "Strieder\ 0882b#^ they were also deformed
from D0 deformational phase onward[

Fig[ 3[ Actual cross!section through the Tocantins Structural Province as indicated in Fig[ 2 "A!B!C# to illustrate the
main structures discussed in the text[ The horizontal scale is the same as that of Fig[ 2[ The vertical scale is about 3
times the horizontal scale\ but some geological units and structures are exaggerated to put them in evidence[
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The Tectonic Block Fragments suite is composed by microgabbros "epidote!amphibole schists
blocks#\ serpentinites and their Mg!rich schists in the contact aureole "serpentinite blocks# and
biotite!muscovite!carbonate schist "marble blocks#[ The serpentinite blocks are less than 4[9 km
long and are invariably metasomatized at their contacts with the country Araxa� metasediments
"Strieder and Nilson\ 0881b#^ they have lens!like pods "1[9 m long\ 9[4 m thick# of typical Al!rich
podiform chromitite "Strieder and Nilson\ 0881c#[ The epidote!amphibole schist blocks are larger
"³09Ð01 km long# and preserve some deformational pods\ where the original texture may be
recognised "Strieder and Nilson\ 0881d#[ The marble blocks were interpreted\ based on their
discrepant sedimentary characteristics\ as exotic fragments "Strieder\ 0878\ 0882b^ Strieder and
Nilson\ 0881a#[ Further examination recognised structural and sedimentary features that enable
their correlation with the lower Paranoa� metasediments thrust sheet "Roscoe and Arau� jo Filho\
0883#[

The geometry of tectonic structures important for elucidating the TSP evolution was detected
in the lineament analysis of LANDSAT images "Strieder\ 0882b^ Strieder and Nilson\ 0882b#[
Besides the thrust surfaces\ structural lineament in~ections were identi_ed "Fig[ 1# and they are
useful as kinematic indicators of thrust sheet displacement direction\ as well as to quantify the
thrust displacement itself "Coward and Potts\ 0872#[ The structural in~ections show the same
displacement direction "S69Ð79E#\ which is at high angles to the main thrust faults and suture zone
linear gravimetric anomaly[ The collisional process\ then\ must had been of frontal type\ instead
of oblique as suggested by Hasui and Haralyi "0874#[ These structural features do not favor
suggested crustal block thrusting and rotation[

The largest structural in~ection lies along the 04>29?S parallel\ west of Bras(�lia\ is named Pirineus
Megain~ection "PMI# and extend for at least 149 km "Strieder\ 0882b#[ Around the western edge
of Bras(�lia\ the ANTS is eroded in the Bras(�lia Tectonic Syntaxis "Strieder and Nilson\ 0882b#\
which shows 89 km of minimum displacement of ANTS over the lower Paranoa� metasediments
thrust sheet "Fig[ 0#[ The PMI di}erential movement is accommodated by a series of transcurrent
faults that crosscut the recumbent fold forming the ANTS[ In the north side\ the transcurrent
faults are WSW oriented and show dextral movements\ while the southern transcurrent faults are
ESE oriented and have a sinistral sense of movement "Strieder\ 0889\ 0882b#[ The PMI is associated
with a large re!entrance of linear gravimetric anomaly of the suture[ The sur_cial structural record
for this re!entrance is just observed in the ANTS "PMI# and in the upper thrust sheets\ as one can
see in the south border of Barro Alto layered ma_c!ultrama_c complex[ This means that the linear
gravimetric anomaly reentrance is a feature superposed on the upper thermally softened crustal
plate and\ then\ has been interpreted as a result of a rigid wedge indenter related to the border of
the underthrusting Sa½o Francisco plate "Strieder and Nilson\ 0881a#[

The lineament analysis has shown some breaching faults in the central part of Bras(�lia Sub!
province "Strieder and Nilson\ 0882a\ 0882b#[ For example\ the Chapada das Covas breaching
fault "Strieder\ 0882b# cut across both the lower Paranoa� metasediments thrust sheet and upper
ANTS dividing them into two blocks "Fig[ 2#^ the western block is thrusted over the eastern "Fig[
3#[ Strieder "0882b# attributed the onset of the Chapada das Covas breaching fault to the wedge
indentation of the underthrusting Sa½o Francisco plate[ Another possible breaching fault may be
the Serra Dourada thrust "Fig[ 2#[ It is located to the west and delimitates the ANTS exposure[ At
Serra Dourada\ the recumbent fold on Araxa� metasediments is deformed into an open synformal
fold at the footwall of the thrust fault "Strieder\ 0882b^ Strieder and Nilson\ 0882a\ 0882b#[ The
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upper thrust sheet at Serra Dourada consists of tonalitic gneisses of the Goia�s Greenstone Belt
"Fig[ 3#[

Toward the south\ the linear gravimetric anomaly is continuous and contours the Cunha de
Guaxupe� "Hasui et al[\ 0889#[ The ESE in~ection of the linear gravimetric anomaly in the Cunha
de Guaxupe� is related to the Serra da Canastra In~ection[ The Serra da Canastra in~ection is a
narrow tectonic syntaxis "Strieder and Nilson\ 0882b# and its lineaments show physical con!
tinuation toward the north margin of Cunha de Guaxupe�[ This means that some lithotectonic
units of the ANTS may be correlated with those occurring in the Cunha de Guaxupe�\ such as Sa½o
Joa½o del Rei and Andrela¼ndia metasediments[ Roig and Schrank "0881# interpreted the
Andrela¼ndia metasediments as an ophiolitic melange\ which is in good accordance with the results
obtained by Strieder and Nilson "0881a# for Araxa� metasediments[

The Cunha de Guaxupe� lithotectonic units are thrust toward the east "Vasconcellos\ 0877# and
this is veri_ed by the linear gravimetric gradient of the suture zone[ Thus\ the Cunha de Guaxupe�
is regarded as a tectonic wedge connected to the upper thermally softened continental crust
undergoing overthrusting[ Nevertheless the Cunha de Guaxupe� is not a rigid indenter\ its lateral
limbs show transcurrent faults superposed on the thrust faults "Wernick et al[\ 0868^ Hasui et al[\
0889^ Ebert et al[\ 0882#[ These faults accommodate the _nal stages di}erential movements on the
Cunha de Guaxupe�[ The overthrust of a thermally softened continental wedge give rise to a tectonic
antitaxis "Strieder and Nilson\ 0881a#\ since its con_guration is opposed to that developed at PMI[

3[ Geochronological constraints on the TSP Brasiliano Orogenic Cycle

The kinematic evolution of the TSP can be described into stages constrained by recent geo!
chronological and structural data "Fig[ 4#[ The oldest Neoproterozoic age clearly related to the
Brasiliano Orogenic Cycle in the TSP was obtained by Pimentel et al[ "0880b# and by Pimentel
and Fuck "0881# in the Bom Jardim de Goia�s region "western Goia�s#[ They dated a granite!gneiss
unit through UÐPb and SmÐNd methods and found ages of ca[ 839Ð784 Ma for its mantle
derivation[ The associated volcano!sedimentary sequences were also dated at ca[ 829Ð659 Ma[ The
composition of these units display chemical a.nity with juvenile magmatic arcs^ the granite!
gneisses are calc!alkaline rocks "I!type# and the volcanics vary from low!K1O basalts to high!K1O
rhyolites "Pimentel and Fuck\ 0881#[ In reality\ this _nding was the _rst record of ensimatic
magmatism conclusively related to the Neoproterozoic evolution of the TSP "Pimentel and Fuck\
0881#[

To the north\ the Mara Rosa volcano!sedimentary sequence and its plutonic counterparts were
once correlated with the Pilar de Goia�s greenstone belt sequence "Danni and Ribeiro\ 0867#[
However\ recent precise geochronological data has revealed their Neoproterozoic origin "Pimentel
et al[\ 0882a\ 0882b^ Viana and Pimentel\ 0883#[ The geochemical features of the volcanic "Kuyumj!
ian\ 0878# and plutonic rocks "Viana and Pimentel\ 0883# were regarded to calc!akaline magmas
of island!arc tectonic settings[ The SmÐNd isotopic ratios con_rm the island!arc setting\ because
the positive eNd indicates primitive magmas "Viana and Pimentel\ 0883#[ The tonalitic gneisses in
the Mara Rosa region were dated 745 Ma\ while the metavolcanic rocks gave an age of 75127 Ma
"UÐPb single zircon method\ Pimentel et al[\ 0882a\ 0882b\ Table 0#[ The model age obtained for
the tonalitic gneisses\ metavolcanics and intrusive subvolcanic rocks is 0[9 Ga "Viana and Pimentel\
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Fig[ 4[ Kinematic evolution of the Tocantins Structural Province "TSP#[ The sequence of block diagrams shows the
tectonic stages and structures discussed in the text[ See text for additional discussion[ "A# Initial conditions of Goia�s
Ocean subduction[ "B# Initial collisional structure of the Amazonian and Sa½o Francisco continental plates[

0883#[ These data con_rm the existence of a Neoproterozoic ocean in Central Brazil during the
Neoproterozoic ðFig[ 4"a#Ł and seem\ to date\ to constrain the beginning of the subduction process
to ca[ 839 Ma "Table 0#[

The _nal closure of the intervening ocean between the Amazonian and Sa½o Francisco continental
crusts\ however\ was not yet well constrained ðFig[ 4"b#Ł[ Pimentel et al[ "0881# dated the Marata�
Lithodeme as 683209 Ma^ since this peraluminous gneissic granite is deformed from the ANTS

organization onward\ it seems to indicate that the continental collision in the TSP took place
around 799 Ma[ The time span between the onset of subduction and the continental collision may
seem to be large[ But\ the 799 Ma for the continental collision agrees with the expected time of the
indentation process at PMI "Strieder\ 0882b# and the granulite facies metamorphism of the great
ma_c!ultrama_c layered complexes in Central Goia�s "689Ð669 Ma] Ferreira Filho et al[\ 0883^
Suita et al[\ 0883a\ 0883b#[

Considering the 799 Ma continental collision in the TSP\ it is interesting to observe that I!type
to A!type granitic intrusions that intrude earlier Neoproterozoic granite!gneisses "ca[ 849Ð784 Ma\
Pimentel and Fuck\ 0881# are younger than Marata� Lithodeme^ their age spread from 549 Ma to
449 Ma "Table 0#[ These granitic intrusions are also located in the older overthrust terranes that
separate the ParaguaiÐAraguaia and Bras(�lia subprovinces "Goia�s median massif# and have been
interpreted as late! to post!tectonic ones "Pimentel and Fuck\ 0881#[ Some of these intrusions are
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Fig[ 4 continued[ "C# Collisional duplication of the Amazonian plate by breaching faults^ this stage was developed during
the _nal penetration of the rigid indenter of the Sa½o Francisco plate and ampli_ed the ~exural movements in the foreland
sedimentary basin[ "D# Final collisional structure of the TSP^ the back!thrust faults cut o} the transcurrent faults of
Transbrasiliano lineaments and ampli_ed vertical movements on the hinterland sedimentary basin[

related to large transcurrent faults developed as consequence of indentation process in the PMI

"Gottardo\ 0885#[
During the collisional stage\ a shallow water sedimentary basin developed just over the linear

gravimetric low "Fig[ 0#[ It is mainly composed by quartzites\ pelites\ and platformal carbonates
with algal mats and stromatolites[ These sedimentary rocks were deformed during thrusting and
metamorphosed to a low grade facies "Fig[ 3#[ The thrust displacement is directed toward the ESE
and decreases in intensity in the same direction\ so that one can yet _nd undeformed horizontal
strata covering the older Sa½o Francisco plate geological units away from the suture zone[ This
sedimentary basin and its geological units were interpreted as a foreland basin "Kiang et al[\ 0877#\
or as a foreland fold and thrust belt "Pimentel et al[\ 0881#[ The Pb!Pb ages from the carbonate
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unit galena|s "Amaral\ 0857^ Cassedane et al[\ 0861^ Babinski et al[\ 0882# and Rb:Sr from pelite
units "Amaral and Kawashita\ 0856^ Thomaz Filho and Lima\ 0870# spread from ca[ 679 Ma to
ca[ 449 Ma "Table 0#[ The age data range for the foreland basin seems to constrain its onset to the
closure of the intervening ocean and the beginning continental collision at the TSP "ca[ 683 Ma[
for Marata� Lithodeme#[ The age span for the foreland basin development is also indicated by the
late! to post!tectonic granitic intrusions into the overriding plate "Table 0#[ The geochronological
data also indicate that sedimentational and deformational episodes took place in the same time
span in this foreland sedimentary basin[

4[ Integrated discussion on the TSP tectonic evolution

The details of geological\ petrochemical and geochronological data on the TSP lithotectonic
units is rapidly increasing[ However\ there are some important gaps\ specially relating to structural
information[ Much has been written about local geological units in the TSP and the importance
of the Brasiliano Tectonic Cycle in the structural reorganization of older lithotectonic terranes has
increased[ Thus\ it seems appropriate to present an overall tectonic framework of the TSP[

The main question regarded to the onset of the Brasiliano Tectonic Cycle concerns to the age
of the opening of the Goia�s Ocean[ The most voluminous data that indicate an extensional regime
in Central Brazil have been obtained from the large ma_c!ultrama_c complexes and granites and
rhyolites of anorogenic!type dated as ca[ 0699 Ma "Pimentel et al[\ 0880a^ Suita et al[\ 0883a\
0883b#[ However\ due to the scarcity of geochronologic data indicative of metamorphic!defor!
mational episodes in the time span between 0699 and 0999 Ma\ and due to the improbable existence
of the ocean over such a long time\ it seems that\ at least in this part of the older continental crust\
the 0699 Ma anorogenic episode did not culminate in ocean opening[

The 0179Ð0156 Ma ages obtained for a pegmatitic hornblende grabbro in the Barro Alto Layered
Ma_c!ultrama_c Complex and for a garnet!cordierite!biotite!sillimanite!quartz gneiss slivers in
the Juscela¼ndia Volcanosedimentary Sequence "Suita et al[\ 0883a\ 0883b# seem to point to a
younger extensional episode\ as recorded by the petrochemical features of the others volcano!
sedimentary sequences "Arau� jo\ 0875^ Brod and Jost\ 0878\ 0880#[ More data are clearly needed\
but the present results help in selecting the adequate lithological units in order to solve the problem[
To date\ it seems adequate to characterize an upper Mesoproterozoic magmatic event during an
extensional regime\ that culminate with the opening of the Goia�s Ocean in the TSP[ The present
geochronological data\ then\ show a time span of 149Ð299 Ma from the onset of ocean opening to
the _rst records of ocean subduction[ The 0999 Ma age for the beginning of the subduction in the
TSP\ therefore\ must be taken as a minimum\ since the complete ocean consumption and long!
lived collisional episode may have obliterated a part of the geological records[

The recent geochronological\ structural and geochemical data regarded to the Neoproterozoic
show that the Brasiliano Orogenic Cycle must be understood in a di}erent way[ The recognized
ensimatic units "Pimentel and Fuck\ 0881^ Viana and Pimentel\ 0883# put an end point in the
purely ensialic assumptions for the development of the TSP[ At the same time\ the model ages for
the Marata� Lithodeme "638209 Ma magmatism derived from 1[9 Ga crustal material\ Pimentel et
al[\ 0881# and its syncollisional peraluminous a.liation "Strieder\ 0882b#\ and granulite meta!
morphism of the ma_c!ultrama_c complexes "Suita et al[\ 0883a\ 0883b# point to an important
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collisional episode in the TSP[ The dismembered ophiolitic blocks in the Araxa� metasediments
represent arc!derived units "Strieder and Nilson\ 0881a^ Strieder et al[\ 0883#[ The Araxa�
meta!sediments are then better regarded as accretionary prism\ than a passive margin sedimentary
sequence as interpreted by Hasui et al[ "0883#[

Thus\ it is possible to distinguish two major tectonic phases in the TSP] 0# the _rst one is
characterized by island!arc amalgamation with the western Amazonian plate "849Ð799 Ma# ðFig[
4"a#Ł\ and 1# the second is characterized by continental lithospheric juxtaposition "799Ð599 Ma#
ðFig[ 4"b#Ł[ The Brasiliano Tectonic Cycle in Central Brazil may be constrained to the 849Ð599 Ma
time span and\ in this way\ it is not Grenville "0[2Ð0[9 Ga#^ to date\ it is possible that\ during the
Grenville Orogenic Cycle\ the TSP was subject to rifting episodes "Suita\ 0885#[

It must be remembered\ however\ that the geochronological data are still scarce to allow a clear
tectonic picture of the convergence[ The geochronological data\ to date\ are from speci_c geological
units at speci_c localities[ The regional correlations are constrained\ because the thrust surfaces
are not yet well!de_ned\ neither the restoration of thrust displacements have been tried[ It is\
therefore\ hard to propose a tectonic evolution based on temporal and areal parameters[ Taking
into account the geometry of the Amazonian and Sa½o Francisco plates borders in the TSP frontal
convergence\ some degree of tectonic di}erentiation may be envisaged[ It means that one may _nd
di}erent ages for island!arc amalgamation and continental collision at di}erent parts of the TSP[
It will be important to refer future geochronological data to a clear structural framework in order
to interpret these data in space and time[

An attempt to de_ne the structural framework of the TSP was presented by Strieder "0882b#
and Strieder and Nilson "0882b#\ yet this work is still in progress[ The preliminary results presented
by Strieder and Nilson "0882b# are focused on the south part of the Bras(�lia Subprovince\ and
show the location of the thrust faults[ Three important features were distinguished] 0# the di}er!
ential thrust displacement structures\ 1# the lowermost boundary thrust "LBT#\ and 2# the breaching
faults[ The di}erential thrust displacement structures indicated the frontal collisional process "Fig[
1#[ The LBT makes possible to put apart the autochthonous from the para!autochthonous to
alochthonous zones "Figs[ 0 and 2#[ The breaching faults\ on the other hand\ introduce a tectonic
component not well understood at this moment] the duplication of the former thrust sheet "Fig[
3#[ To date\ it is not clearly known which of the thrusts identi_ed by Strieder and Nilson "0882b#
are of breaching type and which are not\ since there is no detailed work on thrust surfaces[
Similarly\ there has not been an attempt to restore thrust displacements and to correlate the
geological units in each thrust sheet[

The identi_cation of the Chapada das Covas breaching fault "CCBF# has been mainly based on
the Paranoa� metasediments thrust over the ANTS "Figs[ 2 and 3#[ The development of this
breaching fault is related with the indentation of the Sa½o Francisco rigid wedge in the PMI

"Strieder\ 0882b#[ Toward the west\ the Serra Dourada breaching fault "SDBF# juxtaposed the
Goia�s Greenstone Belt units over the ANTS "Strieder and Nilson\ 0882b#[ Since the SDBF truncates
the ANTS recumbent fold "F1#\ and since similar geological units "Serra da Mesa and Estrondo!
Araguaia metasediments# are present to the northwest over the greenstone belt units\ it may be
possible that some others large breaching faults will be discovered "Figs[ 2 and 3#[

The main clue on TSP breaching faults is provided by the juxtaposition of di}erent geological
units in the {{Goia�s median massif|| separating the Bras(�lia from ParaguaiÐAraguaia subprovinces[
The structure of {{Goia�s median massif|| plays an important role in the tectonic framework of the
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TSP[ It has been suggested that its structure near the PMI was formed as a result of the trapping
of small continental plates or magmatic arcs during the convergence of the large continental plates
such as the Amazonian and Sa½o Francisco "Strieder and Nilson\ 0881a#[ Fuck "0883# has followed
this interpretation\ regarding the {{Goia�s median massif|| as a microcontinent trapped between the
main plates[ Costa et al[ "0876# suggested a crustal!scale pop!up resulting from an oblique collision
during the Late Archean[ Later\ Hasui et al[ "0883# suggested Lower Proterozoic frontal collisions
directed westward "ParaguaiÐAraguaia Subprovince# and eastward "Bras(�lia Subprovince#[ Both
these interpretations consider the {{Goia�s median massif|| as a kind of microcontinent[

It is nowadays realized that a microcontinent must be rimmed by thrust surfaces with ophiolitic
me�lange\ and by gravity anomalies[ In the {{Goia�s median massif||\ however\ the gravity anomaly
is clearly present at its eastern border[ Despite the scarcity of gravity measurements on the western
ParaguaiÐAraguaia subprovince\ one can see a slowly decreasing followed by a slowly increasing
Bouguer gravimetric gradient westward "Hasui and Haralyi\ 0874#[ The gravity structure of the
western ParaguaiÐAraguaia subprovince is di}erent from the Eastern Bras(�lia subprovince and its
ophiolitic me�lange "ANTS#[ The gravity structure of the western ParaguaiÐAraguaia subprovince
does not support the interpretation of a suture zone[

Studies still in progress by Cunha "0885# and Gottardo "0885# reveal that transcurrent Trans!
brasiliano lineaments "Schobbenhaus Filho et al[\ 0864# result from the indentation process at
PMI\ and that these lineaments and Neoproterozoic granitic plutons are a}ected by low angle
reverse cleavages and faults directed toward the west[ These reverse faults convert several geological
units into slices and are interpreted as back!thrusts of the Brasiliano Orogenic Cycle in the TSP

"Cunha\ 0885^ Gottardo\ 0885^ Strieder et al[\ 0886#[
The structure of the {{Goia�s median massif||\ on the other hand\ may be seen as a triangular

zone developed by the juxtaposition of di}erent geological units through thrusting and breaching
faults directed toward ESE ðFig[ 4"c#Ł and through back thrusts directed westward ðFig[ 4"d#Ł[
Thus\ the {{Goia�s median massif|| is not a microcontinent\ but a collage of Archean greenstone
belts and granite!gneisses\ Meso and Neoproterozoic volcanosedimentary units\ as well as granite!
gneisses and ma_c!ultrama_c complexes[ The collage was mainly produced by thrusting during
the island!arc amalgamation stage\ and by thrusting and breaching during the continental collision
stage[ The thrusting and breaching during the continental collision certainly lead to the construction
of a high Neoproterozoic orogenic cordillera positioned in the {{Goia�s median massif||[

Following the continental collision\ the indentation process in the PMI developed large trans!
current faults in the upper thermally softened plate "Strieder et al[\ 0883#[ These transcurrent faults
were named Transbrasiliano lineaments "Schobbenhaus Filho et al[\ 0864#[ The onset of such
transcurrent faults generated space for the emplacement of calc!alkaline to alkalic type granites\
as well as the gold!bearing quartz veins in the shear zones "Gottardo\ 0885#[ The time span of
granite emplacement in the transcurrent shear zone is between 659 Ma and 449 Ma "Table 0#[

Following the continental collision\ there was also the development of a foreland basin over the
downgoing Sa½o Francisco plate[ The deposition of a series of metasedimentary units\ such as
Paranoa�\ Paracatu and Bambu(�\ are connected with the migration of the basinal depocenter and
thrusting in its inner part[ On the other hand\ the time span recorded for the foreland development
"Table 0# is similar to that recorded for the transcurrent shear granitic plutons "659Ð499 Ma#[ This
points to a synchronous development during the convergence of the continental plates[

The pilling up order of the foreland basin sediments do not yet consider the thrust e}ects in
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inverting stratigraphic sequences\ since no stratigraphic restoration have been tried[ Some results
are available concerning the basement of the foreland basin[ High resolution seismic pro_ling
conducted by PETROBRA� S "Teixeira et al[\ 0882# showed that the downgoing Sa½o Francisco
plate displays rift!like structures in_lled with coarse sediments[ This feature may be interpreted as
the results of the ~exural rigidity of the downgoing plate\ instead of the evolution in a passive
rifted margin of the Sa½o Francisco plate as interpreted by Dominguez "0882#^ Braun et al[ "0882#
and Martins et al[ "0882#[ Considering the high displacements measured for the thrust faults
"149 km\ Strieder and Nilson\ 0882b#\ the rifted Sa½o Francisco margin must have been subducted
and its structures destroyed during the convergent deformation[

The foreland basin may also be divided into two segments according the results obtained from
the lineaments| studies of Strieder and Nilson "0882b#[ The identi_cation of the Lower Boundary
Thrust "LBT# does permit to distinguish the 0# autochthonous zone and the 1# para!autochthonous
to alochthonous zone[ The _rst one is made up by nearly horizontal low grade to non meta!
morphosed strata[ The second one\ on the other hand\ is made up by deformed and low grade
metamorphosed strata[ The intensity of metamorphism\ deformation and thrust displacement
decreases eastward[
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